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Rabbi's Letter

by Rabbi Shawn Zevit

Thanksgiving and Rededication:
This Great Light of Ours

More Torah for our
Shmita Year,
by Rabbi Shawn, p. 8

I pray you will all have connecting and gratitude-filled Thanksgiving
celebrations in the month ahead. I hope that around the table with
your friends or family, on zoom or with
whomever you spend time, and whatever
health protocols you need to take, you
take time to share your gratitude for life
and each other. The weeks that include and
surround Thanksgiving and Hanukkah, are
an opportunity to focus on commonality
even where there are differences, and on
the enduring importance and nurturing
of relationships, making sure those in
need have a place and sustenance to share in the bounty, and rededicate
ourselves to our Jewish values and traditions. It is the reflection of us living,
as Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan framed Jewish life in North America- in multiple
civilizations at once. This includes the deep Jewish practice of “Hoda’ah” of
offering gratitude and at least One Hundred blessings and thanks a day for a
healthy soul diet.
As we head towards this Hebrew calendar month of Kislev and Tevet, we
will commemorate Human Rights Shabbat on December 4th, and honor
New Members of Mishkan Shalom since last year at this time (which
include a dozen new member households as of today and more coming in)!
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Of course, Kislev also ushers in the eight-day celebration of Hanukkah
where we will celebrate Hanukkah, our Festival of Lights and Rededication.
We will gather communally with our school families, Wednesday evening
December 1 at 6:00 p.m. for our first of three community meetings of
the year (stay tuned for details on how we will be able to safely celebrate
closer to the time). It is a perfect opportunity to keep living into what this
Shmita year means and can serve as a guide for us, as we began exploring
during the Yamim Noraim - the High Holy Days.
When the ritual of lighting the Hanukkah Menorah evolved, it was originally
an oil lamp that was lit on the outside of the home doorway, as a way of
rededicating ourselves and claiming Jewish identity and the willingness to
shine our light into the world and not hide from engagement in the larger
society. Sociopolitical and meteorological realities as we dispersed around
(continued on next page)
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the world forced the menorah indoors, and the
custom developed in some communities to put it on
the windowsill instead. Either way the shining our
light within and into the world to illumine the night
in the shortest days of the year is a vital balancing
energy to the hate and division so many of us are
rising to heal and overcome in our daily lives.
In more recent years, Hanukkah has taken on a life
of its own, in terms of religious freedom, responding
to the tensions of commercialization, and dedication
of one’s values in personal and public life. We
can do this through giving of tzedakah to a
different cause by every day of Hanukkah.
We can also rededicate ourselves to our
relationships and strengthen our commitments to
each other in our Mishkan community and beyond.

Our Jewish tradition, spiritual practices, and core
commitment to tikkun (repair and rebalancing of
the world and of our own souls) can and must guide
us through the turbulent seas we now navigate.
The possibilities and challenges of Hanukkah are
imperatives for us today. I wish all of you a hag
sameach as we explore the season of light in the
darkness and darkness in the light- with all of us
realizing we are in fact part of one precious planet,
and one radiant light- AND this light will not selfregulate. We will need to re-dedicate, “Hanukkaize” ourselves if you will, through love, radical and
responsible welcoming and determined activism
over-and-over again to be shomrim/upstanders of
the principles, and values we hold dear.

Interestingly the books of Maccabees (I and II, as
well as the later III and IV) were only preserved in
the Christian Bible and not in the Hebrew Bible.
The story of the miracle of oil that last eight days is
a later rabbinic layering on the Hanukkah event to
distance from the initial political and spiritual revival
in 167-8 BCE that had descended into corruption by
the time of the fall of the Second Temple in 70 C..E.
Rabbi Mordechai Kaplan, saw Hanukkah as a key
festival in the ongoing reconstructing of Jewish life
to remain relevant and compelling in our time:
“If the observance of Hanukkah can awaken in us
the determination to reconstruct Jewish life, by
informing it with a religious spirit characterized by
absolute intellectual integrity, unqualified ethical
responsibility and the highest degree of aesthetic
creativity, it will indeed be a Festival of Dedication.”
The Meaning of God in Modern Jewish Religion.
In explaining why, the Hasmonean Jewish leaders
constructed the blessing “to kindle Hanukkah light”
and not “lights”, Rav Kook, the first chief rabbi of
Israel writes, “A person drawn to one light believes if
another person is predisposed to different lights the
quality of light is diminished. However, as each person
strives to strengthen the positive aspect toward which
they are naturally inclined, the collective is built up
and improvements multiply… Peace will prevail in
the future when it is clearly recognized that all of the
different, individual lights are in fact one single light.”
Olat Re’iyah, p.435
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Breaking News!!!
A NOT-SO-SILENT

AUCTION!

returns to Mishkan in May, 2022!
You can participate in our week-long online auction
by offering:

• GREAT THINGS !

(art, furniture, valuables, cooked food, plants, etc)

• WONDERFUL EXPERIENCES !
(a catered meal, tennis lesson, babysitting,
juggling at a party, etc.)

• VACATION HOMES

(nights in your second home in a very cool place.)
We plan for it to be fun and profitable. Stay tuned for more info in
Kol Shalom, but if you have a donation, email Bob Prischak
(robert.prischak@gmail.com), Julia Weekes (julia.weekes@gmail.com),
Nancy Post (info@nancypost.com) or Mark Heller
(mark@blueberrybrands.com.)

We are in competition with each other for who makes you feel better
about donating. We’ll even talk to you in person or by phone to help
you decide what to give.

is is gоna be great!

A Way In

by Rabbi Yael Levy

Dear Friends,

To earth, trees,
plants and sky.
To water, birds,
fish and rock.
To breeze and
rain, to animals
of the forests,
mountains and
deserts, we honor you and we give thanks.
Let us live with the awareness
of the interconnection of all being.
Let us treat all life with reverence and care.
The land gives of its abundance and blessings go
forth. 			
Psalm 67:7

As we come into the season of Thanksgiving, I
imagine there are many thoughts and emotions
swirling through us all. For some of us giving thanks
will come easily and we will raise our cups in
appreciation and delight. For others of us, gratitude
might be more difficult to reach and we will find
ourselves filled with sadness and pain. Some of us
will be gathering in person, while others of us will be
having Thanksgiving with friends and family on-line.
Wherever we find ourselves this year, something
that might be helpful to remember is that in Hebrew
the word for thanksgiving: hoda’ah also means
acknowledgment. The practice of gratitude is not
only about offering thanks. It is also a practice of
presence. It is a practice that says, I acknowledge
this moment, I am present to this moment,
whatever the moment contains.

***
As we pause for Thanksgiving,
Let us acknowledge the pain and difficulties of this
past year.
Let us acknowledge loss and sadness.
May there be moments of comfort and
Experiences of kindness,
That nourish us with love.
May the Source of All help carry our burdens.
May the Infinite Presence embrace and sustain us.
				Psalm 55:23

Here are some prayers and intentions to bring to
our Thanksgiving experience this year.
***
As we gather together, let us acknowledge
That we are filled many emotions
And gratitude may not be so easy to find.
Let us raise our glasses to this moment,
Acknowledging each other’s presence and the gifts
from earth.
May beauty and wonder surround us.
May moments of kindness offer sustenance and
strength.
And may the Mystery hold us all with tender love
and care.

***
Let us give thanks for the gifts of each other.
To those who came before us, we give thanks.
To those who will come after us, we raise our cups.
Let us live fully with kindness and care.
Let us share our gifts with generosity and joy.
We will build this world with love.
				Psalm 89:3
***

Blessed is the Mystery that gives us life, raises us
up and calls us present to this moment.

May we eat and be nourished.
May we savor the fullness and be satisfied with the
gifts of this moment.
May we open our hearts and give thanks.			
			Deuteronomy 8:10

***
As we share this meal, let us set intentions to seek
common ground,
To build bridges across our differences,
And be guided by what we love.
We give thanks for each other and for the
abundance in our lives.
May there be abundance and blessings for all.

Wherever we find ourselves this holiday season, may
we experience moments of love and connection.
May there be nourishment and blessing for all.
With love,
Rabbi Yael

Blessed is the Mystery that brings forth
nourishment from the earth.
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Letter from the President
As you read this message we will be coming to
the end of the month of Cheshvan, sometimes
considered “bitter” because of its lack of hagim
that are traditionally recognized in many Jewish
communities. I suspect that Cheshvan represents
a private joy for many rabbis and other Jewish
community leaders, since it often contains a space
for re-grouping and reflection on what we gathered
during the Yamim Noraim.

by Steve Jones
offerings. Many members feel an urgent need to
be together in communal settings and are ready to
act on that. Others are less ready to be together
physically. Others who live at a distance have joined
our community through digital connections, and we
need to maintain those connections. In response to
this reality, we are planning, within our capacity, to
provide a mix of face-to-face and digital experiences
in the coming months. Developing these
experiences means that we need a re-commitment
to our Brit Mishkan, the covenant of participation
that asks all members to give volunteer time in
support of the community. In the coming days you
will be hearing about new or expanded ways to
get the benefit of taking action to keep Mishkan a
member-fed and member-led community.

This year the Mishkan leadership has not let the
post-holiday time go to waste, and I’m glad to report
a sense of energy surrounding our goals for 5782.
We are only inches away from finalizing one of our
sustainability goals, which is to make a substantial
principal payment on our mortgage. This will result
in a very significant cost savings that will allow us to
put more of our resources into our central mission.
In connection to the Shmita year, we are beginning
a streamlined strategic planning process, facilitated
by member Janet Garretson, which will focus on the
management of the community’s human, fiscal, and
physical assets, as well as the nurturing of a diverse
multi-generational membership. That process is
based on inviting many Mishkan members into a
discussion of these key areas. Be prepared to be
asked to be part of this planning! Also, in light of
Rabbi Yael’s retirement as a congregational rabbi, we
have assembled a “think tank” of former Presidents
and other community members who will advise us
in how we will staff Mishkan in light of our changing
circumstances.

As the Rabbis have noted in their messages, the
coming weeks also include Thanksgiving, considered
in the Reconstructionist world to be a kind of
secular hag. This day gives us all a chance to activate
our gratitude, and also to reconsider some of the
“givens” in one of our country’s founding myths,
including the marginalization and destruction of
indigenous people. I hope we can use the occasion
to re-commit to building a country that is truly
based on justice.
As we get into the heart of 5782, I hope there are
many ways for us to strengthen our connection to
Judaism and to each other. We could even start by
making the end of Cheshvan a little less “bitter,” by
finding a way to recognize Sigd, the Ethiopian Jewish
holiday of fasting, feasting, study, and dancing, all in
gratitude for receiving the Torah. My hope is that
5782 will be a year of connection to a Judaism that
includes people of many cultures and hues, and who
serve the cause of human liberation.

Another exciting aspect of the coming year’s
work is the fact that entering the last year of our
Mishkan@30 Campaign, we have already reached
our pledge goal of $950,000. The only question this
year is the amount by which we exceed our goal!
In the coming months we will be making use of
our collective experience with the High Holidays
and combined in-person and remote participation
to take the next steps in structuring our service

Steve Jones
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B'nai Mitzvah

by Anndee Hochman

Ari Castro-Gross
October 9

Rica, Ari loves
that moment: “It
proves that it’s not
just doves that are
smart; ravens are
smart, too.”

It took Ari about five minutes to feel at home at
Mishkan.
He was nervous the first time he walked into
the building. “I’m really shy at first, then I have
confidence to talk to people. I thought: [Mishkan]
is so big. But then I realized that it’s a really open
place.”

He was also struck
by sections whose
grammar seemed
intentionally
confusing. “To
me, it seemed
the Torah was
so impeccable,
but when we
dug into it, we
found these little
imperfections.”

He remembers learning the aleph-bet with teacher
Julia Weekes. “We learned to chant it backward,
and if we did it right, she had this blue bag with the
world on it, and these little toys inside. Mine was a
little wind-up ladybug. I still have it somewhere.”
Becoming a bar mitzvah was “pretty much a given,”
Ari says, and, at least initially, a source of anxiety.
“All my family members had had bar or bat mitzvahs,
and they were all talking about: Oh, it’s so hard.
You’re going to be so nervous.”

For his tikkun olam project, Ari created a pollinator
garden at Mishkan—asters, bee balm and showy
goldenrod, native species that will grow back in
future years—using knowledge he gained during a
year of virtual school.

But Ari quickly caught on to trop, with the help
of David Acker’s gentle tutoring. His parasha,
Noah (Gen. 6:9-11:32), surprised him with both its
content and grammar. For instance, most people
know about the dove that returns to the ark with
an olive leaf, but fewer realize that Noah first sent a
raven to determine if the waters had receded.

Ari’s family now lives in Atlanta; they will return for
his bar mitzvah, which will be held outdoors at The
Miquon School and on Zoom, with Rabbi Shawn
and Ari co-leading. His bar mitzvah may not be a
gateway to adulthood, but it does feel like a marker
of achievement. “I know that people are going to
be proud of me for doing it. I feel like it will be
satisfying to see what I have accomplished.” 7

As an amateur birder who sighted a rare barred
forest falcon during a trip to his dad’s native Costa

Kol Shalom comes out bi-monthly, September through June.
Editor: Eilen Levinson  Layout: Maralin Blistein
Contributors include:
Lynn Edelman, Anndee Hochman, Steve Jones,
Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer, Eilen Levinson, Yael Levy,
Maria Paranzino,
Paranzino, Susan Schewel, Steph
Stephanie
anie Shell, Arielle Weiss
and Shawn Zevit
Email articles by the 15th of each month
to levinsone@yahoo.com
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Tikkun Olam

by Gail Bober

Immigrant and Refugee Rights Committee: Calls for Action
Humanitarian Parole for Afghans Left Behind, How You Can Help: A Call for Sponsors
An Afghan mother, who recently arrived in the
Philadelphia area, shared that her family left behind
in Afghanistan (mother, father and two siblings) is in
hiding because her husband made deliveries for the
U.S. military. She explains “The Taliban are targeting
my family and they are at risk of being murdered.
My brother graduated from University and my sister
is studying law. We all speak English. We are hard
workers and we will contribute to the U.S. society.
Please grant them humanitarian parole to enter the
U.S. and remain with us.” She is desperate to assist
her immediate family left behind.

sponsorship requirement. There is no requirement
that a sponsor provide a particular form of assistance
to the new arrival since the obligation is a moral
and not a legal obligation. It is recommended that
the sponsor agree to connect the new arrival with
community resources. The Afghan family in the U.S.
will likely play a big role in assisting their relatives.
Some arrivals will be further assisted by resettlement
agencies.
For more information about becoming a
Humanitarian Parole Sponsor, contact Judi BernsteinBaker at judibernsteinbaker@gmail.com

Pro bono immigration and trained lawyers in the
Philadelphia region are trying to get as many people
at risk out of Afghanistan by filing applications for
Humanitarian Parole. Humanitarian Parole allows
individuals to enter the U.S. legally. Many Afghans in
the U.S. are requesting that their relatives receive
humanitarian parole because they are at risk, either
because they worked with the military, a U.S. funded
program, an international program, the previous
government or are targeted- like women journalists.
Every time we file an application, the person
requesting humanitarian parole for an applicant,
or the applicant her/himself needs to fill out a
sponsorship form.

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Driver’s Licenses for All Now!

PA House Bill – 279: TAKE ACTION:
Driver’s Licenses for all has been identified as top
priority by New Sanctuary Movement (NSM) and
its undocumented immigrant members because
people must drive for work, school, healthcare
and other reasons - and should be able to do so
without fearing arrest. Support the community of
Pennsylvania to access a standard driver’s license

with strict privacy and data protections for all
Pennsylvanians regardless of immigration status.

Because Afghans seeking to have their relatives come
to the U.S. have only themselves arrived recently
and many are low income, they don’t have sufficient
resources to fill out the form.

Please write to your PA Representatives urging them
support HB-279. Here is a sample text, but feel free
to add your own thoughts and feelings.

We seek to identify individuals who will agree to be
sponsors and complete a form called I-134 Affidavit
of Support. The sponsor will work with the pro
bono attorney and can connect to the family in
our region frantically seeking to help their relatives
escape. The actual arrival of the family members
from Afghanistan can take months, and depends
on whether they can complete the process in a
neighboring country. However, by completing a
sponsorship form, a person at risk in Afghanistan can
bring themselves to the next level of approval. The
form should show that a sponsor has an income of
more than 100% of the poverty level, to meet the

My name is ________. I work as a________ and live
in zip code ________ of Pennsylvania. I am writing
to request your support for House Bill 279. The
issue of access to driver’s licenses for all, regardless
of immigration status is important to me as a public
safety bill. Once approved, HB-279 legislation will be
instrumental in keeping all Pennsylvania residents safe
on the roads, keeping our private information secure
and our families safe and together.

Dear Pennsylvania Representative,

For more information on Driver’s Licenses for All,
contact Gail Bober, gbober52@gmail.com or Michael
Ramberg, mvramberg@gmail.com.
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The Nature of Our Calling:

Some Shmita Year Torah
Dedicated to the all the sacred work of www.mesnchwork.org and my father Lester Zevit, Eliezer Shimon b. Shoshana
V’Ahron Yosef HaKohen (1938-2020).
by Rabbi Shawn Israel Zevit
“Terah took his son Abram, his grandson Lot, the son of Haran, his daughter-in-law Sarai… and they
set out together from Ur of the Chaldeans for the land of Canaan. But when they had come as far as
Haran, they settled there…and Terah died in Haran. God said to Abram, Lech lecha (“get yourself up
and go” or “go towards your Self ”) from your where you dwell and from your father’s house to the land
that I will show you...and you will be a blessing...” (Genesis 11:31-32, 12:1,2)
There are no chapters and verses in the Torah
scroll, only columns, indentations and a little space
between the five books. Honoring this, one can see
from the text above that the idea that Avram wakes
up one morning to a unique Divine realization
and call to go to Canaan, is a recommitment
and re-affirmation of the journey he was on not a “eureka!” moment. Even the character of
Avram’s father, Terah, so textured by midrash and
interpretative stories, is more than an idol-maker
that Avram challenges and breaks from (Genesis
Rabbah, chapter 38).

At the same time, possibility, purpose and aspiring
to transcendent ends for the good of all may yet
be ahead. I once read an article called “The Calling”
that defined this term as when the longing of
one’s heart and capabilities meets the needs and
aspirations of the time and state of the world in
which one lives. What then is the new "Lech Lecha"
Avram experiences? What of Sarai and Lot’s own
spiritual journeys and how do they influence each
other to hear the Divine call to get up and leave the
place their father was only able to go so far into?
What is the deep internal life Avram touches so that
he hears or experiences the call to take the inner
truth and express it in action fulfilling a vision that is
at once his and the Universe’s call and a legacy he is
fulfilling l’dor v’dor- from generation to generation?

It is Terah who takes the initiative to leave his
ancestral homeland, fueled by the death of his son
Haran, and enables the extended family (including
Haran’s son Lot, of future fame), to leave painful
memories and explore new horizons. Terah dies in a
city mid-way between Ur and Canaan, named after
his deceased son, consumed by grief as his
son’s name indicates.

In this new year
of 5782, a Shmita
year - a year
of release and
checking our use
of the land and
its bounty; psychological and economic forgiveness
of debts; socio-economic rebalancing; reviewing our
Torah, purpose, and direction - we add additional
inquiry to the ancient charge.

Perhaps the Torah narrative is inviting us to look at
what we leave behind that in fact comes with us:
unaddressed mourning, grief or trauma goes where
we go. We may even break free physically yet still
become immobilized, or meet our end as Terah did,
in the place internally, or in external work or family
circumstances that carries the name and burden of
the past we left. None of us lives in a vacuum and
Torah and our tradition elevate and esteem the
person who connects his or her own actions and
ideas with those who have come before and with
the generations yet to come.

This themes of the Shmita year support and
enhance our ongoing work; it does not replace or
negate our current activities. The confluence of this
earth-based justice cycle of Jewish life can provide
a broader container within which to continue to
adapt and find resilience and meaning amid so much
uncertainty.
(continued on next page)
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Some Shmita Year Torah

(continued from the previous page)

I invite all of us, in this New Year to review our own
personal, professional, and communal lives in the
light of these SHMITA year principles, and listen to
the ancient call of Lech Lecha to see how we can
fulfill the promise of our individual and collective
lives:

and what debts need to be repaid so we
can all be free of individual and collective
injustice that is continuing its systemic grip
on usd oppressing others?
• How can we revisit together our local and
broader communities’ role and work in
climate, racial and economic justice?

• How do you want to live in the world with a
deeper connection to conscious Jewish valuesbased living?

Like the charge to Avram to become all that he
might become, to grow into Avraham in a new place
he did not now, so we are asked to expand our
self-image to reflect the values and Godly potential
more fully in our lives. Then we will come to know
the blessing we inherently are meant to be- not at
the cost of others along the way- for the benefit of
humanity (Adam) and the future sustainability of the
adamah, the earth itself.

• How can w renew, reconnect, and relate to
your spiritual life?
• How can we release and re-evaluate your
consumption of resources and ownership of
‘stuff’?
• How can we rethink, with discipline
and forgiveness, habitual physical,
emotional, and thought patterns? What of
these “debts” need to be forgiven so we can
move out of past-based determined living



Contributions

Contributions - August 24th to October 18th

General Donations

Mishkan @ 30

Sarah Cooper
– IHO Rivka Jarosh
Martha Fertman
– IHO Eugene /Torah Study
Carol Grey
– IMO Bill Gray
Oran Hesterman and Lucinda Kurtz
– IHO Rabbi Shawn
Lynne Iser and Mordechai Liebling
– IHO Marc Jacobs
Gena and Robert Lopata
– In Gratitude for Mishkan & Rabbi Shawn’s
Support of Sam’s Bar Mitzvah
Bruce Matez
– IMO Steve Honeyman, Brother of Charlie
Evelyn Stettin
– IHO Rabbis Yael and Rabbi Shawn

Wendy Caplin and Denise Kulp
Elissa Goldberg and Anndee Hochman
Ron Goldwyn and Carol Towarnicky
Seth Horwitz and Marie Scearce
Andrew and Ginger Hunter
Amy Norwitz
Steve and Cindy Perkiss
Susan Schewel
Viktoriya Torchinsky-Field and Benjamin Field
Ariel Weiss
5782 B’Nai Mitzvah Fund
Andrea and Carlos Nunez
Homer Robinson and Lisa Zahren
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G'milut Hasadim/Acts of Caring
by Stephanie Shell, Ariel Weiss and Susan Schewel

A REMINDER:
Snail mail cards are always
welcomed by all those who are
healing, and mourning. If you
think of it, do it.

Condolences

We send condolences to Jean Brody on the death
of her mother Lucy Jane Laventhol Brody; to Scott
Diamond on the death of his father Louis Diamond;
to Eliza Ruder on the death of her birth stepfather
Lawrence Goodwin; to Gael Simon on the death
of her father Peter Levin; and to Pat Quigley
on the death of her Aunt Mary (Marie Theresa
Montalbano). May Lucy’s, Louis’ Lawrence’s, Peter’s
and Mary’s memories be for a blessing and may
Jean, Scott, Eliza, Gael, Pat and their loved ones be
comforted among all who mourn.

Acts of Caring lets the Mishkan Shalom

community learn about significant events in the
lives of our members. In this way, we can reach out
to one another in times of grief, illness, and joy. To
reach us simply email : actsofcaring@mishkan.org.
HINENI--HERE I AM
If you could use a little help because of illness,
or joy (new baby!) or you know of a Mishkan
member too shy to ask, please email actsofcaring@
mishkan.org and we will reach out. Hineni offers
concrete support to members in need of short
term help, including meals, visits, transportation,
etc. If you would like some help, but do not wish
a public solicitation, please contact the rabbis, or
actsofcaring@mishkan.org and we will speak with
you privately and seek to arrange help. Our Hineni
coordinators are Lisa Mervis and Chris Taranta.

Love and Support

This month we send our ongoing love, support,
and prayers for healing to Mishkan members Karen
Singer, Yosaif August, Steve Newman, Wendy Erslev,
Madeline Boskowitz, Cindy Perkiss, Lilith Rose, John
Palmer, Deenah Loeb, Raphael (Ray) Kaplan, Robin
Berenholz, Robin Leidner and Natalie Gorvine.
We also send ongoing love, support, and
prayers for healing to all those Mishkan
members in need of healing but who seek to
remain private.

Got Nachas? Sharing your good news is a

We are keeping Carol Soffa Baldridge (sister of
Mark Soffa), Stan Konow (mother of Andrea
Konow), Brian Ruder (brother of Abby Ruder),
Sarah Rivka bat Elizabeth (mother of Rabbi
Shawn Zevit), Michael Boe (brother-in-law of
Mindy Dorfman), Alvin Saltzman (father of Alyse
Saltzman Flowers), Carol Dombroski (mother of
Brian Dombroski), Debra Singer (sister of Karen
Singer), Patrick Windle (brother of Susan Windle),
Sal Berenholz (father of Robin Berenholz), Jackie
Berman-Gorvine (daughter-in-law of Natalie &
Harold Gorvine), Edgar Galson (father of Wendy
Galson and father-in-law of Susan Windle), Don
Levinson (brother of Eilen Levinson), Evelyn Haas
(mother of Mark Haas), Jack Tarash (father of Rabbi
Ariel Tarash) and Julie Post (sister of Nancy Post) in
our prayers as well. May they all experience a refuah
sheleimah (full healing).

marvelous way to connect our community!
Please don’t be shy - send all lifecycle events you
would like to be posted to our email address:
actsofcaring@mishkan.org.
Are you receiving Acts of Caring
via email? Acts of Caring now goes out to all
Mishkan members. It is our communication central
for sharing life cycle events and community needs
for help. If you are not receiving Acts of Caring,
please check your spam, or if you have gmail, your
solicitations folder (Acts of Caring is distributed
by Constant Contact). If you unsubscribe from Ma
Hadash, intentionally or accidentally, you will also be
unsubscribed from Acts of Caring. Please contact
the office for clarification.

Please notify us if you want a name added to,
or removed from, our “Ongoing love, support, and
prayers of healing…” list.
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